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C
Birth Particulars Hindu Calendar

Sex
Date of birth
Day of birth
Time of birth
Ishtkaal
Place of birth
Country

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Male
18 February 2012
Saturday
15:31:06 hrs
21:14:39 ghatis
Delhi
India

Latitude
Longitude
Time zone
War/daylight Corr.
GMT at birth
LMT Corr.
Local Mean Time
Sidereal Time
Sunsign (Western)
Lagna

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

28N40'00
77E13'00
-05:30:00 hrs
00:00:00 hrs
10:01:06 hrs
-00:21:07 hrs
15:09:58 hrs
25:01:06 hrs
Aquarius
Can 01:25:33

Family Particulars
Grand Father
Father
Mother
Caste
Gotra

:
:
:
:
:

Avakhada Chakra
1. Varna
2. Vashya
3. Nakshatra - Pada
4. Yoni
5. Rashish
6. Gana
7. Rashi
8. Nadi
Varga
Yunja
Hansak (Tatwa)
Naamakshar
Paya (Rashi)
Paya (Nakshatra)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Kshatriya
Chatushpada
Poorvashadha - 3
Vanara
Jupiter
Manushya
Sagittar ius
Madhya
Udara
Antya
Agni
Qk
Gold
Copper

Chaitradi System
Vikram Samvat
Lunar Month

:
:
2068
Phalguna

Kartikadi System
Vikram Samvat
Lunar Month

:
:
2068
Magha

Saka Samvat
Sun's Ayana/Gola
Season
Paksha
Hindu Weekday

:
:
:
:
:

1933
Uttarayan/Dakshin
Shishir
Kr ishna
Saturday

Tithi at sunrise
Tithi ending time

:
:
:

Krishna Dwadashi
04:27:52 hrs
53:36:35 ghatis

Tithi at birth : Kr ishna Dwadashi

Nak. At sunrise
Nak. ending time

:
:
:

P.Shad.
23:15:17 hrs
40:35:8 ghatis

Nak. at birth : Poorvashadha

Yoga at sunrise
Yoga ending time

:
:
:

Siddhi
01:26:34 hrs
46:3:20 ghatis

Yoga at birth : Siddhi

Karana at sunrise
Karana ending time

:
:
:

Kaulava
16:50:16
24:32:33 ghatis

Karana at birth : Kaulava

Sunrise Time : 07:01:14 hrs
Degree : Aqu 04:39:08

Sunset Time : 18:08:33 hrs
Degree : Aqu 05:07:30

Next - day Sunrise : Sun 07:00:26 hrs.

Moon Nak. entry
Moon Nak. exit
Bhayat
Bhabhog
Dasha at Birth
Balance of Dasha
Ayanamsha

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

17 Feb 2012 23:32:20
18 Feb 2012 23:15:18
39:56:54 ghatis
19:20:30 ghatis
Venus-Saturn-Mercury
Venus 6y 6m 1d
-24:01:54 Lahiri
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~ Useful Information ~

Your main Sentence
I Feel.

Your biggest Talent
Trustworthy.

Your biggest Weakness
Carelessness.

Your Ambition
Getting social respect and economic safety.


Lucky Day

Monday, Tuesday and Friday.

Lucky Colour
White, Red and Yellow are lucky. Blue and Green are not lucky.

Lucky Number
2, 7, 9 are very lucky. 1, 3, 4, 6 are mediocre. 5, 8 are unlucky.

Lucky Stone
Pearl, Red Coral, Yellow Topaz.

Lucky Upratna
Moonstone.


Inauspicious Month and Dates

June of every month, 3-9-18-24 of every month and Friday. Persons born under Aries, Leo,
Sagittarius and Aquarius will be beneficial for him.

Inauspicious Tithi
3rd Ashtmi and Trayodashi.

Auspicious Rashi
Aries, Leo, Cancer and Scorpio are lucky. Taurus, Gemini, Virgo and Libra are not lucky.

Inauspicious Day
Monday.

Inauspicious Per iod
Month of Ashadha, Krishna paksha, Panchami, Thursday, Hasta nakshatra and nights are inauspicious.

' . . . . • 3
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Nakshatra Interpretations
You have been born in the third pada of Purvashadha nakshatra. Therefore, your birth rashi is
Sagittarius and the lord of the rashi is Jupiter. According to the Avakahada chakra -

Caste - Kshatriya (warrior)
Vashaya - Manava (Human) / Chatushpada (quadruped)
Yoni - Vanara (Monkey)
Gana – Manushya (Human being)
Nadi – Madhya (Middle)

Your birth name should start with the letter "Pha".
According to the Shastras
Interpretations for those who have been born in the Purvashada nakshatra are as follows

-
1- According to Brihat Jataka -

b"VkuUndy=ks ekuh n`<+lkSg`n'p tynSosA
2- According to Jataka Parijaat -

iwokZ"kk<+Hkoks fodkjpfjrks ekuh lq[kh 'kkUr/kh%A
3- According to Maansagri -

n`"Vek=ksidkjh p HkkX;oka'p tufç;%A
iwokZ"kk<+kHkoks uwua ldykFkZfop{k.k%AA

4- According to Jatakabharan -
Hkw;ksHkw;Lrks;ikukuqjDrks HkksDrk pp}kfXoykl% lq'khy%A
uwua laiTtk;rs rL; xk<+k iwokZ"kk<+k tUeHka ;L; iqal%AA

A person born in the Purvashadha nakshatra has a good character, is egoistic, happy, calm
natured, fortunate and popular. He may favor those who come under his shelter and form
strong friendships. His wife will act according to his wishes. According to another
viewpoint, he may drink a lot of water, be pleasure loving, have an excellent character and be
very wealthy.
According to Modern view piont
A person born in the Purvashadha nakshatra may be polite, honest, loving, judicious,

sympathetic, balanced, optimistic, tolerant, too liberal, extravagant, collector of very modern
things and the possessor of a wide viewpoint and an intelligent brain. He may be educated,
endowed with close friends, fond of art and drama and recipient of respect and honor from
others. He may love solitude, possess a weak body, be passionate and maintain relations with
many women. He may be gripped by many worries but be efficient and attain success very
soon.
Interpretations for Pada (paya)
Birth in the Purvashadha nakshatra is said to be in the copper paya which is considered to

be excellent.
Health
Purvashadha nakshatra controls thighs, the lower part of the spinal cord, the arteries and

the blood circulation. Therefore, these are afflicted when inauspicious grahas influence.
Remedy
Lord water is the Lord of the Purvashadha nakshatra. In order to appease him, any pond,

river, well or lake should be worshipped with white sandalwood, fragrance, lotus flowers,
gugal, ghee (butter clarified by boiling and straining), ghee lamp and ghee kheer (sweet
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made of rice & milk). One should sacrifice ghee, kheer (sweet made of rice & milk) and sweets. Mix
sesame seeds, ghee and tandul in the sacrificial mixture containing the root of Karnas & Aamra samidha
and recite the following mantra 108 times.

¬vik?kei fdfYo"keiÑR;keiksji%A
vikekxZRoeLeni% nq%"oIU;xwalqo ¬ vn~H;ksue%AA

Interpretations for the Kshatr iya Caste
foK% lkglrRoK% 'kqfp% 'kkS;ZdFkkfç;%A
nkrk foosd'khy'p {kk=o.kZHkoks uj%AA (Jatakotam)

A person born in the Kshatriya caste may be a scholar, brave, logical, pious, fond of stories of
bravery, charitable and prudent.
Interpretations for the Manushya Gana

ekuh /kuh fo'kkyk{kks y{;os/kh /kuq/kZj%A
xkSj% ikSjtuxzkgh tk;rs ekuos x.ksAA (Maansagri)

A person born in the Manushya Gana may be egoistic, wealthy, the possessor of large eyes, a good
archer, having a fair complexion and keeping the people under his domination.
Interpretations for the Vanara (Monkey) Yoni

piyks fe"VHkksxh p /kuyqC/k% dkfyfç;%A
ldke% lRçt% 'kwjks ujks okuj;ksfut%AA (Maansagra)

A person born in the Vanara (Monkey) yoni is egoistic, greedy about wealth, quarrelsome, sensuous,
endowed with sons, brave and consumer of sweets.
Marr iage, Fr iendship and Par tnership
For a person born in the Purvashadha nakshatra, persons born in the following are ideal – Ardra,

Punarvasu, Uttarabhadrapaad, Hasta, Swati, Purvabhadrapaad and Revati nakshatra.
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Interpretations of Planetary Dispositions
a aThe Sun

In the Eighth Bhava

Auspicious Results : One will have a pleasing personality and a lively nature. One will be
famous and sacrificing. One will be devoted to Brahmins and scholars. One's wealth may be
stolen or one loses it foolishly himself. One may be a liar and unfortunate person. One always
suffers hardships. One may be skilled at fighting. One may always be dissatisfied. One may
be deprived of the happiness of a son. One may have to serve low class people. One will have
to reside abroad. One may have many enemies. Sun causes ailments like gastric problems,
venereal diseases and leprosy and with the accompanying grahas gives hardships equivalent
to death. One may suffer from kidney problems or septic infection. There will be physical
hardships during childhood.
One may be a landlord.

Inauspicious Results : Sun in the eighth makes one worried, impatient and poor and endows
the native with bad habits. One's wealth may either be stolen or one may lose it away oneself
because of one's own foolishness. One will make false statements, be unfortunate and
characterless. One will be very clever and always face difficulties. One will be skilled at
quarreling and fighting. One is always dissatisfied. One may be infatuated by another's
spouse and on account of this, loses one's wealth and health. One may be deprived of the
bliss of a son. One may suffer losses of four legged animals. One may have to serve lowly
people. One will have to settle abroad. One may have many enemies. Sun causes ailments
like gastric problems, venereal diseases and leprosy and with the accompanying grahas gives
hardships equivalent to death. One may suffer from kidney problems or septic infection.
One's spouse may have an illicit relationship with other people. One's spouse will live longer
than oneself. One may be poor in old age. One will suffer physical hardships in childhood.
The person's domestic secrets are released out by one's spouse or servant.
Moderately inauspicious results will be experienced.
Death comes after a long illness or suffering.
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b bThe Moon
In the Sixth Bhava

Auspicious Results : There are very few auspicious results. One will be liberal by nature.
The person is traitorous but this will be for the benefit of the general public and to attain
justice. This brings him honor in society. One may not have faith in one's mother and will not
be devoted to her. One's mind will be against one's mother. However powerful the enemies
may be, one will be victorious over them due to one's valor. Enemies will be defeated and
will bow their head before one. One will quarrel with friends and king and thieves will cause
pain. The opposite sex may also cause pain. One will be successful in service.
The above mentioned auspicious results will be experienced due to some planetary
combinations.

Inauspicious Results : There will be many problems due to servants who will not stick for
long. Ill health and ailments are signified. There might be stomach ailments. One will suffer
cough ailments and eye ailments. There will be a fear from enemies and the water related
ailments.
PLanetary condiotions are excellent for Doctors who take pity on the poor and try to save

their lives at their own expense.
The person is determined.
The life span of the person is reduced by some planetary conditions.
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c cMars
In the Second Bhava

Auspicious Results : One will be tolerant, an agriculturist, have a lean physique and always
be happy. One may be a non-resident. One will be skilled at selling, enterprising and trading
in original metals. One will be truthful and endowed with a son. One will earn wealth in
building construction, machine parts, cattle trading, agriculture, business of wood and coal,
and in the work of a boatsmen or treating people through herbal medicines.
The business of machines, wood and coal is profitable.
One is desirous of attaining sudden wealth.
One will be interested in gambling and speculation. One may make money through the

opposite sex but this money is destroyed in this bad habit only.
One gets good wealth but does not spend it. Doctors and lawyers do very well.
One will be truthful and blessed with son.

Inauspicious Results : Results are harmful and inauspicious. One is harsh in speech.
Because of poverty, failure and mindlessness, one suffers agony from the family. One does
not enjoy the pleasure of a family. One is deprived of wealth because one destroys it through
misuse. One consumes bad cereals and bad quality food. The face is unattractive or one is
unskilled at speech. There is a possibility of ear and eye ailments. There may be blood
infection, headache and some scar of injury on the head. There is a possibility of assault from
a weapon on the eyes or face. One may be destructive for one's spouse and may be infatuated
with the spouses of others. The person might be poor. According to Yavana, the native is
always in debt. The native is the enemy of wicked and is unsympathetic and short-tempered.
One may be in the shelter of uncultured people and in the service of wicked people. One will
not be interested in rituals. One will be a procrastinator or will be slow in working. One may
stay in the company of lowly people and be a fool. One may not be intelligent. The position
is inauspicious for astrologers.Inauspicious results predicted by them are experienced first
and auspicious results are delayed.
One will be fond of bitter drinks and will be satisfied with low quality food.
Acquired wealth is destroyed and new wealth is not acquired. Either one gets a lot of

wealth or no wealth at all.
One's spouse may die. This may happen during one's youth. So, one will have to worry

for one's children and family.
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d dMercury
In the Eighth Bhava

Auspicious Results : One will be pleasant natured, egoistic, thoughtful, religious and
benevolent. One will have faith in religion and will have self respect. One will be famed for
one's talents, respected and recognized. One will be famous and wealthy due to one's humility
and other talents. The person will be truthful and respectful towards guests. One will be
inclined towards spiritual knowledge. One may be knowledgeable about spiritual shastras and
secretive skills. The native will have a good memory. One will rear one's family and will be
an excellent person. The native may be the king's favorite and may acquire wealth, prosperity
and money from the king. One may be a magistrate or a dispenser of penalties. The person
will attain many high positions at the age of 25. One will become famous nationally and
internationally. The person will be a good businessman and will earn wealth in trade or from
the king of property. The native will acquire a lot of property. One will easily get the
company of the opposite sex due to one's beautiful physique and pleasure loving
temperament. One will also enjoy the company of the opposite sex. One will remove the
problems of others. One will destroy enemies. One will be long lived. One might live upto the
age of 100. One will die comfortably. The person will die happily in a good place or
pilgrimage. One may be in a cautious state of mind at the time of death.
Auspicious results are gained.
The spouse lives happily with one and keeps one's secrets.
According to Bhrigusutra, one may have 7 sons.

Inauspicious Results : The person may be ungrateful, ill charactered, passionate,
untruthful, mentally unhappy and of a wicked mentality. One may face many hardships like
poverty, opposition from spouse, loss of wealth and other ailments. One may be proud and
may oppose people. One may destroy the work of others. One may have sexual relations with
people from the opposite sex. One may suffer due to assault from weapons. One may suffer
aliments of the abdomen or thighs. One's head and nerves may be ailing. One may die due to
mental deformity. One may not have any friends and may suffer imprisonment. One may lose
wealth and property in the fourteenth year. One may suffer from partnership losses.
One is very sensuous which may lead to the person's destruction.
One may be short lived.
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e eJupiter
In the Tenth Bhava

Auspicious Results : One is well mannered, of independent thinking, thoughtful, prudent,
judicious and truthful. One performs pious deeds and is a pious soul, saintly, happy,
knowledgeable about shastras and fond of astrology. One's fame will be unexcelled and
others will not be as famous. One's valor and fame will exceed that of one's father and grand
father. One will attain success in the beginning of one's work. One may recite the Gita, be
capable, famous and respected by many persons. One will be devoted to one's parents and
one's father's favorite. One will gain from land and one's house will be ornamented by jewels.
One will have excellent vehicles. One will attain a lot of wealth. One will be prosperous,
wealthy and happy. One will have beautiful clothes and ornaments. One will get wealth from
one's brother. One will be blessed with a spouse and a son. One's health will be mediocre.
Many people will eat in one's household. One will think about one's life after death. The
native may be a tradesperson, judge or an exporter.
The person will get honor, fame and fortune.
One may perform yagyas.

Inaupicious Results : One may be deprived of plenty of happiness from children. One's sons
may be wicked and thus cause unhappiness to one.
There may be obstacles at work, ill deeds are done and journeys are not beneficial.
There are few children.
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f fVenus
In the Ninth Bhava

Auspicious Results : The native will have a strong physique, i.e. is physically strong. One
may have very strong stormy characteristics on the legs. One may be pleasure loving, good
natured, affectionate, religious, clean hearted, benevolent and talented. One will believe in
God and religion, be engrossed in service of one's elders, God and guests. The person will be
a religious soul, sympathetic, liberal, contented and devoid of anger. The native is a pious
soul, an ascetic. One will visit pilgrimages, have a pure nature and will perform religious
rituals. Due to this religious nature, the native will be engrossed in religious and charitable
activities, which will spread one's fame far and wide. One may be skilled at singing, playing
instruments fine arts and in the field of cinema. This will bring fame to the native. Skill at
acting will be natural to the native. One may read poetry and drama and be interested in
studies. One will be very wealthy in one's city and one's wealth will be accumulated due to
one's own hard efforts. This person may be engaged in money lending and one's wealth may
therefore multiply. One may become wealthy in the fifteenth year and one's good fortune may
start in the 25 year. One will be endowed with all types of worldly happiness. One will attain
happiness from one's servants and friends. The native will get happiness from one's own
brothers. One will respect guests. One may be the favored by the king and get good fortune
through the king. The person's family may progress due to the king's favor. One will have
good clothes. One will wear simple clothes like an ascetic and will be calm in nature. One
will progress due to one's own efforts and hard work. The native will have a spouse, son and
friends. One's parents will have a long life. The mother's life span may be exceptionally long.
One will undertake voyages. One will make efforts to get the unattainable. One will get
support and help for marriage expenses. The native will be respected, victorious and popular
in the family.
The planets indicate auspicious results.

Inauspicious Results :
One may be engaged in converting copper into Gold, discovering medicines for incurable

ailments, research to convert females into males.
The daughters of the native may exceed sons. The spouse may be ordinary but the

husband and wife may live lovingly together.
The spouse of the native will be fair, fearless, will speak in an effective manner, will be

impressive and will dominate the household.
One may marry outside one's caste, or marry a person whose spouse is dead or an elderly

person Or may even have illicit relations. One may oppose one's parents and be under one's
wife's domination.
The native may be inclined to go in for illicit relationships, with elderly paternal and

maternal aunts and spouses of friends.
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g gSaturn
In the Fourth Bhava

Auspicious Results : The native is friendly liberal, quiet, sober, charitable, patient, not
greedy, judicious, without any bad habits, skilled at hospitality, and may make donation to an
organization. Due to one's charitable intentions, in the latter part of one's life, one may face
poverty. Inspite of this, one will be charitable. One will have a talented nature. The native
will attain a lot of wealth. One may possess a horse or a palanquin (A vehicle in modern
terms).
Th native may adopt a son.
One will attain progress in a far off country.
The person will have two spouses.
One will be fortunate in one's sixteenth, twenty-second, twenty-fourth, twenty-seventh

and thirty-sixth years. There is a possibility of service, marriage and children during this
period.
The planets are good for business. If one is in a job, promotion may be delayed.
The earlier part of one's life up to the 36th year may be problematic. Thereafter things are

comfortable up to the 56th year.
There will be peace with enemies.
The planets indicate auspicious results.
The planets indicate no harm.
Pre-accumulated assets are acquired, property, domestic, agricultural and running

business is profitable.
The northern direction is favorable. One will be greedy and aspiring to accumulate more

and more wealth right up to one's death.
The conditions are good for govt. employment. The position of judge or magistrate is

favorable. The native may acquire academic degrees like B.Sc. and M.Sc.
The native may have no children or very few children.
The northern direction is beneficial for progress.

Inauspicious Results : The native may be weak in physique due to gastric ailments and
acidity. One's nails and body pores may be big. One may not be physically healthy. The
person may have a wicked nature. One may be dirty, lazy, easily angered, quarrelsome
wicked, ill charactered and fraudulent. One may be surrounded by and in the company of
wicked people. The native may be a worried and mentally distressed person. One may not
have a mother, a house or any status. One may be troublesome for the mother or opposed to
her. The native may be the cause of pain for one's parents and may constantly trouble them.
One may have a stepmother. This person may have 2 spouses. The spouse may expire in the
48th or 52nd year. The native may have two spouses in the following ways: 1. Leaving the
first one, arrival of the second, having offspring from the first. 2. Having 2 spouses
simultaneously in the same house. 3. Poor parents marrying off 2 daughters to one man. The
planets will deprive the father of wealth. One may not inherit the property and wealth of the
father. One may be deprived of natural inheritance. One may not inherit the house of one's
father. In other words, one may be deprived of both moveable and unmovable property of
one's father. One may destroy accumulated fixed wealth and unfixed wealth too. After the
pre-accumulated wealth is destroyed one's fortunes may be favorable. The native may not
have a good position and decent house to live in. One may have to move from one's native
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place. The native may migrate from one's native place to another place and be unhappy there also. The
planetary position will destroy happiness and makes one worried and unhappy. A young son of the native
may die. One may be ailing and unhappy due to gastric problems and acidity. One may have a unhappy
childhood. Th native may suffer from heart ailments. One may suffer from physical ailments in the 8th,
18th, 22nd, 28th, 40th and 52nd year. One may face insult and depression in one's life. One's relatives
and the community may unnecessarily defame one. People may criticize the native and this false gossip
may cause intolerable mental agony for the native. Horses and animals may injure one. The native may
fear animals. Friends and relatives may steal one's wealth. One may be inimical towards friends, one's
relatives and community. The native may be fond of solitude and be saintly in nature in the latter part of
one's life. One's last days may be very bad.
The mother of the native may expire and there may be a stepmother.
The father of the native expires first and the mother may die suddenly.
Whoever dies later, does not have good relations with the family because due to his/her survival

there is a lack of good fortune and problems prevail.
Generally in the 48th and 52nd year one's spouse may expire.
The spouse, son and servant of the native may be destroyed.
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h hRahu
In the Fifth Bhava

Auspicious Results : The native may be very intelligent. One will be knowledgeable about
the Shastras, be sympathetic, fortunate and hardworking. The curse of a snake in the previous
life will make him childless. According to Bhirgu-Sutra, this curse can be reversed by
worshiping Nagdeva, the king of serpents. The first born is generally a daughter. The first
born will be a son. The native will be successful at business of a company.
The native will be well educated and skilled at writing. This will bring fame and name to

him.
The planetary position may give auspicious results.
The native is calm, cultured and prudent.
The native may marry twice and have many sons.
The native will have only one son and he may be wearing dirty clothes.

Inauspicious Results : One may be extremely dull minded. One's children may die due to
wind, stone, water, wood, mountains or some related object. The native may be poor and may
destroy one's family's wealth. One's complexion may not be pleasing. One may create
confusion. One may be cowardly, hard hearted and may tread the wrong path. One's worry
and agony may increase. One may be unfortunate. One may have a nasal voice. One may
remain dirty. One may not be interested in studying. One may not have children, one's
children may be ailing or they may be destroyed. One may be deprived of the happiness of a
child. One's worry related to children may agonize him life long. One's son may be destroyed
due to curse of a snake. By worshipping Nagdeva, the son can be saved. The first child may
be delayed or there may be some obstacles. The son may be dirty and pitiable. One may make
great efforts but still not attain any wealth. There may be obstacles in one's happiness and
pleasure. The native may suffer from stomach ailments. One may have gastric problems and
poor appetite. One may have pain in the chest. One's mind may be restless. The opposite sex
people may trouble him. One may be mentally troubled due to a short-tempered spouse. One
may oppose friends. The native may have few friends and may not be very happy. One may
be punished due to royal displeasure. One may stay in the company of lowly people and may
reside in an inferior village. One may suffer defame in the dasha of Rahu.
The native does not marries. One may have illicit relation with the opposite sex.
One may be engrossed in research work; consider books as children and attain fame

through them.
There may be an abortion or loss of happiness from children.
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i iKetu
The enemies are destroyed and one will win over enemies.

In the Eleventh Bhava
Auspicious Results : The native has a serene personality, attractive looks and has a special
enlightenment on one's face and body. One will wear excellent, beautiful and fresh clothes.
One will be benevolent, sympathetic, liberal, contented and good talented. One will be well
educated, jovial, scholarly and interested in the Shastras. The native is sweet and soft spoken
and is a God orator. The native is valiant, ambitious, well established, popular, appreciated by
others and acclaimed by the king. One will be prosperous and endowed with beautiful clothes
and ornaments. One will benefit in every manner. The native will be really fortunate. One
will be pleasure loving, will have a beautiful house, will be endowed with all comforts and
may be skilled at using weapons and in adorning ones self. One will be respected famous
among archers. There will be accumulation of wealth, financial gain and other profitable
achievements. One will perform pious deeds and will never leave any work incomplete. One
will spend one's money on pious deeds and never leave any work incomplete. One might be a
poet, writer, recognized by the state, will possess animals, and will fulfill all one's desire.
Enemies may fear this person. One may attain quick benefits. One may lack laziness.

Inauspicious Results : The native may be unintelligent and may harm himself. One may
always be worried. One's children may be unfortunate and fearful. One's children may be
extremely pathetic. One's son may be most unfortunate. Everyone may criticize one's
children. The native may be extremely worried about one's wealth and one's son. The native
may suffer abdominal ailments. One may have pain in the kidneys and other related
ailments.
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Interpretations for Bhavesh
The lord of the first house in the sixth house

According to Lomesh Samhita–
yXus'ks lgts "k"Bs flagrqY;ijkØehA
loZlain~;qrks ekuh f}Hkk;ksZ efreku~ lq[khAA

According to Garga Samhita–
fjiqHkous yXus'ks fujksxaa HkwfeykHk;qra lcye~A
d`i.ka /kfuuefj?ua lqdeZi{kfUora dq:rs AA

According to Manasagari–
blesa xxZ tSlkgh o.kZu gSA

According to Yavana Jataka–
fjuqxrLruqi% lfjiqa uja lgtek;qlqra lq[kekrqye~A
i'kqd`ra tuuhlq[klaHk`ra d`i.keso /kuSandfofo/kS;qZreAA

When the lord of the first house is in the sixth house, one is as brave as a lion, wealthy,
arrogant, intelligent, happy and has two spouses. One may have many enemies. One enjoys
long life, has a son, maternal uncle and has animals, gets maternal affection and is wealthy
but miserly. One is healthy, acquires land, destroys one's enemies and does good deeds.
Experience : If Lagna is Cancer then one will be lean, always ailing, will get pain from
enemies, be unfortunate, unsuccessful and will not get good servants.

The lord of the second house in the eighth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

/kus'ks e`R;qxsgLFks HkwfenzO;a yHksn~ /kqzoe~A
tk;klkS[;a HkosnYia T;s"BHkzkr`lq[ka u fgAA

According to Yavana Jataka–
/kukf/kiks e`R;qxr% djksfr eukd~ dfy ?kkrdja LonsgsA
mRiéHkqx~ Hkksx;qra lq:ia /kukf/kia Hkko;qra iqekle~AA

According to Garga Samhita–
/kuis pk"VeHkkos LoYidfy'pkRe?kkrd% iq#"k%A
mRiéHkqx foyklh ijfgald% lnSo nSoij%AA

When the lord of the second house is in the eighth house then one will get hidden wealth
which has been buried inside the earth, one's spouse may not live long and one may be
deprived of an elder brother. One may be quarrelsome, may inflict harm upon himself, may
earn through hard work, may be good looking, wealthy, emotional, violent and may believe in
fate. One may generally benefit from speculation, lottery, racing and IOUs.
Experience : If the Sun is the second lord then one will experience auspicious results.
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The lord of the third house in the eighth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

r`rh;s'ks·"Ves |wus jkt}kjs e`frHkZosrA
pkSjksa ok ijxkeh ok ckY;s d"Va fnus fnusAA

According to Yavana Jataka–
lgtis·"Vexs l#"kks ujks e`rlgksnjfe=tku% [kyS%A
'kqHk[kxS% 'kqHrk /ku;qXHkosr~ Lo;efi izpqjke;oku~ Hkosr~AA

According to Garga Jaataka–
;outkrd tSlk gh o.kZu gS fdUrq
ßØwjs ckgqO;axa thofr v|"Vo"kkZf.kÞ bruk vf/kd crk;k gSA

When the lord of the third house is in the eighth house, one may be a thief or may be ill
charactered. One may have a difficult childhood and may die at a king's doorstep. If the lord
of the third house is a malefic graha and in the eighth house then one will be short tempered.
One's friends and brothers may die. If one survives till the age of 8, one may loose one's arm.
If the lord of the third house is auspicious then one gets wealth, but may suffer from many
ailments. One may not have brothers and sisters and one may have a bad character.
Experience : If the Mercury is the third lord then the above mentioned inauspicious results
are not experienced.

The lord of the four th house in the ninth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

rq;sZ'ks iapes HkkX;s lq[kh loZtufiz;%A
fo".kqHkfDrjrks ekuh LoHkqtkfrZfouk'kd`rAA

According to Yavana Jataka–
uoexs lq[kis cgqHkkX;oku~ fir`/kukFkZlqâUeuqtkf/ki%A
Hkofr rhFkZdjks ozroku~ {keh lqu;u% ijns'klq[kh uj%AA

According to Garga Jaataka–
lqd`rs rqrZirkofrlRlaxh leLrfo|koku~A
fir`/keZlaxzgd`r fir`/kekZis{kdks euqt%AA

When the lord of the fourth house is in the ninth house one will be happy, popular,
devoted to God and arrogant and will be capable of solving one's problems through one's own
efforts. One may stay in the company of good people and will be a scholar and a follower of
one's father footsteps. One may be religiously devoted to one's father, may be fortunate, may
attain wealth from one's father and may be able to keep a command over one's friends and
other people, may undertake religious trips , may be forgiving, endowed with beautiful eyes
and may attain pleasure abroad. One may neglect one's father. One will go against one's
parents and may not benefit.One may earn wealth through one's own efforts and enjoy
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The lord of the fifth house in the second house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

lqrs'ks pk;qf"k foRrs cgqeS=ks u l'k;%A
mnjO;kf/kla;qDr% Øks/k;qDrks /kukfUor%AA

According to Yavana Jataka–
lqrs'ks xrs nzO;Hkkos uj% L;kr~ dqys'kkIrfor% dqVqEcs fojks/khA
Hkos)kfudkjh tuks HkksxlDr% 'kqHkSthZoiq=ks Hkosn~ nzO;ukFkAA

According to Garga Jataka–
iapeifr/kZuLFk% Øwj% [kpjks /kuksfT>ra dq#rsA
xhrkfndkO;dfyr d"VHkqta LFkku izpqj p AA

When the lord of the fifth house is in the second house, one may have many friends, suffer
from stomach ailments, be short tempered but wealthy. One gets wealth from one's father but
revolts against one's family and harms it. One is engrossed in materialistic pleasures. If the
graha is a benefic auspicious then one is blessed with a son and is wealthy. When the lord of
the fifth house is a malefic and in the second house, then one is poor, is a poet or singer, may
have to face difficulties and achieves stability after a lot of efforts. As per Navatheji: One
will be scholarly and always eager to acquire knowledge. One will be an intellectual and
achieve fame.

The lord of the sixth house in the tenth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

"k"Bs'ks deZfoRrLFk lkglh dqyfoJqr%A
ijns'kh 'kqfpoaDrk Lo/kesZ"osdfu"Bd%AA

According to Yavana Jataka–
vfjx`gkf/kifrnZ'kes ;nk tufuoSjdj'piy% [ky%A
Hkofr ikydiq=;qr% 'kqHkStZudgk txrhifjikyd%Aa

According to Garga Jataka–
vfjx`gis n'keLFks Øwjs ekrfj fjiqLrnk nq"V%A
/keZlqrikydefr% fir`}s"kh tk;rs euqt%AA

When the lord of the sixth house is in the tenth house, one is courageous, famous in one's
family, pure of mind and speech, devoted to one's religion and will go abroad. If the lord of
the sixth house is inauspicious then one will be enmical towards one's parents, energetic and
lively but a bad person basically. One will protect one's foster son. If the lord of the sixth
house is auspicious then one spells trouble for one's father, rears one's son and protects one's
property.
Experience : If Jupiter is the sixth lord then there is harm to one's father. One will rear one's
son and keep a watch over one's land.
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The lord of the seventh house in the four th house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

|wus'ksn'kesrq;sZ rL; tk;k ifrozrkA
/kekZRek lR;la;qDr% dsoy okrjksxoku~aaaaAA

According to Yavana Jataka–
LejifrLruqrs lq[kHkkoxks focfyua fir`oSjdja [kye~A
Hkofr oknf;rk ifjikyd% LoifrokD;;qrk efgyk lnkAA

According to Garga Jataka–
tk;s'ks rq;ZLFks yksy% fir`oSjlk/kd% LusghA
vL; firk nqokZD;Lrn~Hkk;kZ iky;sPp firkAA

When the lord of the seventh house is in the fourth house, one's spouse is loyal, religious,
a lover of truth, but may suffer from gastric problems. One is lean and inimical towards one's
father, looks after ones spouse and heeds to the advice of one's spouse. One is lively, inimical
towards one's father, loving and speaks rudely to one's father who looks after one's spouse.
One's wife's is talented, is blessed with comforts and happiness and acquires agricultural land
and other wealth.

The lord of the eighth house in the four th house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

v"Ves'ks lq[ks desZ fi'kquks cU/kqoftZr%A
ekrkfi=ksHkZosUe`r;q% LoYidkysu Hkhfr;qd~AA

According to Yavana Jataka–
e`frirkS lq[kHkkoxrs ujks tudlafproSHkouk'kd`r~A
xn;r'p lwrs tuds·Fkok dyg ,oa feFk'p lnSo fgAA

According to Garga Jataka and Manasagari–
fu/kus'ks rq;Zxrs fir`rks·U;k;kYyHksr rYy{ehe~A
fir`iq=;ks'p ;q)a firk p jksxkfUorks HkofrAA

When the lord of the eighth house is in the fourth house, then one is a backbiter and
deprived of brothers. One's parents expire soon and one is occasionally scared. One wastes
ones father's accumulated wealth, is always ailing and always quarrels with one's father or
son. One gets one's father's money fraudulently and quarrels with him though he is ailing.
According to Navatheji: One gets buried money or unclaimed property. Being a high-class
person, one enjoys comforts and earns wealth without any effort.
Experience : If Saturn is the eighth lord then the above mentioned inauspicious results are
experienced.
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The lord of the ninth house in the tenth house
According to Lomesh Samhita-

HkkX;s'ks n'kesa rq;sZ eU=h lsukifrHkZosr~A
iq.;oku~ i'kqeka'pkfi lkglh Øks/koftr%AA

According to Yavana Jataka-
u`ifrdeZdjks u`ifoRr;qd~ lqd`rdeZdjks tuuh ij%A
fofnrdeZdj% lqd`rkf/kis xxuxs iq#"kks Hkofr /kqzoe~AA

According to Garga Jataka and Manasagari-
;outkrd tSlk o.kZu gSA

When the ninth lord is in the tenth house then one will be a minister or the commander of
an army, virtuous, in possession of cattle, brave and cool-tempered. One may work for the
king/queen, may acquire wealth from the king/queen, perform good and famous deeds and be
devoted to one's mother. One will get royal honor and occupy a high post. One's luck will
blossom from government work.
Experience : If Jupiter is the ninth lord then the above mentioned auspicious results are
experienced.

The lord of the tenth house in the second house
According to Lomesh Samhita-

/kus ens p lgts desZ'kks ;fn lfLFkr%A
euLoh xq.koku~ dkeh lR;/keZlefUor%AA

According to Yavana Jataka-
Hkofr foRrxrs xxukf/kis tudekrqlq[ka 'kqHk[kspjs%A
dfBunq"VopLruqHkqx~uj% lqruqdeZdjks /kuoku~ Hkosr~AA

According to Garga Jataka and Manasagari-
foRrLFks xxuirkS ek=k ikfyr% lqrks HkofrA
yksHkh ekrfj nq"Vks LoYixzkl% lqruqdekZAA

When the lord of the tenth house is in the second house, one is arrogant, talented,
sensuous, truthful and religious. One is blessed by parents, performs good deeds and is
wealthy but harsh in speech. One's mother rears him but one behaves like a greedy tyrant with
one's mother. One may be a frugal eater, good looking and performs good deeds. One may
benefit monetarily through government or private employment and is also blessed with a
family. One will be an orator.
Experience : If Mars is the tenth lord then the above mentioned inauspicious results are not
experienced.
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The lord of the eleventh house in the ninth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

ykHks'ka xxus /kesZ jktiq=ks /kukf/ki%A
prqj% lR;oknh p fut/keZlefUor%AA

According to Yavana Jataka–
,dkn'ks'k% lqd`rs fLFkr'psn~ cgqJqr% 'kkL=fo'kkjn'pA
/keZizfl)ks xq#nsoHkDr% dwzjs p cU/kqoztoftZr'pAA

According to Garga Jataka and Manasagari–
;outkrd tSlk o.kZu gSA

When the lord of the eleventh house is in the ninth house, one is the son of a king/queen,
wealthy, clever, truthful and is sincere to one's religion. One will be heard by many,
knowledgeable in Shastras, famous for religious matters and devoted to God and teachers. If
the lord of the eleventh house is a malefic then one may not have a brother. One may get a lot
of wealth suddenly due to good fortune.

The lord of the twelfth house in the eighth house
According to Lomesh Samhita–

O;;s'ks f}rh;s jU/kzs fo".kqHkfDrlefUor%A
/kkfeZd% fiz;oknh p xq.kSLloSZ% lefUor%AA

According to Yavana Jataka–
fu/kuxs O;;is·"Vdikyd% ldydk;ZfoosdfooftZrA
Hkofr fufUnr ,o rFkk 'kqHks fnfopjs /kulaxzgrRijAA

According to Garga Jataka and Manasagari–
;outkrd tSlk o.kZu gSA

When the lord of the twelfth house is in the eighth house, one is devoted to God,
religious, soft spoken and talented. One may be 'Ashtakapali' (eight headed), very low in
one's thinking and criticized by all. When the lord of the twelfth house is a benefic then one
is engrossed in thinking. One may be a gambler and suddenly lose all of one's wealth due to
wrong things.
Experience : If Mercury is the twelfth lord then the above mentioned auspicious results are
experienced.
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Sadhesati of Saturn

According to Jyotish Tatva Prakash

}kn'ks tUexs jk'kkS f}rh;s p 'kuS'pj%A
lk/kkZfu lIr o"kkZf.k rFkk nq%[kS;qZrks Hkosr~AA

The seven and a half year period during which Saturn transits in the twelfth, first and second
houses from the birth rashi (Moon sign) is called the Sadhesati of Saturn.

Your birth rashi is Sagittarius therefore the period during which Saturn transits in
Scorpio, Sagittarius and Capricorn is called Sadhesati of Saturn

One Sadhesati is made up of three periods of approximately two and half years each, because
Saturn travels in one rashi for two and half years.
Normally in the lifetime of a person, the Sadhesati of Saturn occurs three times.

The following table shows the beginning and end of each Sadhesati.

Sadhesati Cycle Transit
of Saturn

Beginning
Date

Ending
Date

Duration Ashtakavarga
Yr-Mn-Dy Saturn Sarva

First Cycle of Sadhesati
First Dhayya
(Twelfth from birth rashi)

Scorpio 02-11-2014 26-01-2017 2-2-24 2 27
Scorpio 20-06-2017 26-10-2017 0-4-6

Second Dhayya
(On birth rashi)

Sagittarius 26-01-2017 20-06-2017 0-4-24 5 34
Sagittarius 26-10-2017 24-01-2020 2-2-28

Third Dhayya
(Second from birth rashi)

Capricorn 24-01-2020 29-04-2022 2-3-5 3 26
Capricorn 12-07-2022 17-01-2023 0-6-5

Second Cycle of Sadhesati
First Dhayya
(Twelfth from birth rashi)

Scorpio 11-12-2043 23-06-2044 0-6-12 2 27
Scorpio 30-08-2044 07-12-2046 2-3-7

Second Dhayya
(On birth rashi)

Sagittarius 07-12-2046 06-03-2049 2-2-29 5 34
Sagittarius 09-07-2049 04-12-2049 0-4-25

Third Dhayya
(Second from birth rashi)

Capricorn 06-03-2049 09-07-2049 0-4-3 3 26
Capricorn 04-12-2049 24-02-2052 2-2-20

Third Cycle of Sadhesati
First Dhayya
(Twelfth from birth rashi)

Scorpio 05-02-2073 31-03-2073 0-1-26 2 27
Scorpio 23-10-2073 16-01-2076 2-2-23

Second Dhayya
(On birth rashi)

Sagittarius 16-01-2076 10-07-2076 0-5-24 5 34
Sagittarius 11-10-2076 14-01-2079 2-3-3

Third Dhayya
(Second from birth rashi)

Capricorn 14-01-2079 11-04-2081 2-2-27 3 26
Capricorn 03-08-2081 06-01-2082 0-5-3
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Remedies for Sadhesati of Saturn and Dhayya

To alleviate the ill-effects of Sadhesati of Saturn and Dhayya, the following are prescribed -
1. Mantra
(a) 125,000 times recitations of Mahamrityunjaya mantra should be done (daily 10 malas for 125
days).

¬ =;Ecde~ ;tkegs lqxfU/ka iqf"Vo)Zua A mokZ#dfeo cU/kukUe`R;kseqZ{kh; eke`rkr~ AA
(b) The following mantra of Saturn should be recited 23,000 times in 21 days -

¬ 'kéksnsohjfHk"V; vkiks HkoUrq ihr;s A 'ka;ksjfHkòoUrq u%A ¬ 'ka 'kuS'pjk; ue% AA
(c) An ancient mantra of Saturn -

¬ uhykatulekHkkla jfoiq=a ;ekxzte~ A Nk;kekrZ.MlEHkwra ra uekfe 'kuS'pje~ AA
2. Stotra
The ‘Dashratha stotra' or the following stotra of Saturn should be recited 11 times -

dks.kLFk% fiaxyks cHkzq% d`".kks jkSnzks·Urdks ;e% A lkSfj% 'kuS'pjks eUn% fiIiyknsu laLrqr% AA
rkfu 'kfu&ukekfu tisn'oRFklfé/kkS A 'kuS'pjd`rk ihMk u dnkfpn~ Hkfo";fr AA

lk<+slkrh ihM kuk'kd Lrks= & fiIiykn mokp &

ueLrs dks.klaLFk; fia³~xyk; ueksLrqrsA ueLrs cHkzq:ik; d`".kk; p ueksLrq rs AA
ueLrs jkSnznsgk; ueLrs pkUrdk; pA ueLrs ;elaKk; ueLrs lkSj;s foHkks AA
ueLrs ;enlaKk; 'kuS'oj ueksLrqrsA izlkna dq# nsos'k nhuL; iz.krL; p AA

3. Gems and Metals
On Saturday, wear an iron ring made from the bottom of a boat or a horse's bridle in the middle
finger.

4. Vratta (Fasting)
Observe Vratta on Saturdays. Worship Lord Saturn with kavacha, stotra and mantra. It is beneficial
torecite the Saturday Vratta Katha. On the day of Vratta, consume milk, curd and fruit juice during
day time and in the evening pay visit to the temple of Lord Hanuman or Bhairavji. Take sweet halwa
(sweet dish) made of Urad pulse or salted Khichari (dish prepared from rice and Urad pulse boiled
together).

5. Medicine
Every Saturday bathe with surma, black sesame seeds, saunf (anise), nagarmotha (the sweet smelling
grass Cyperus) and lodha (the tree Symploce racemoze).

6. Donation
To appease Lord Saturn, donate urad (a type of pulse), oil, sapphire, sesame seeds, kulathi (a horse
bean), buffalo, iron, money and black clothes.

7. Other Remedies
(a) Wrap a raw cotton thread seven times round a peepal tree (the holy fig tree) on a Saturday
evening and recite the mantra for Saturn. Light a lamp with mustard oil under the tree and seek
forgiveness for any misdeed done knowingly or unknowingly in the past.
(b) Measure a black thread equal to 19 times the length of your hand and wear it like a garland.
(c) Ruse: On Saturday bury in an un-tilled place a sweet made of urad pulse, sesame, oil and
jaggery.
(d) For the appeasement of Saturn, on a Saturday wear the tail of a Scorpion wrapped in a black
thread.
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Results of Sadhesati

Since ancient times, there has been a general belief among the masses that the Sadhesati of Saturn is
usually painful and problematic from the mental, physical and financial point of view. The moment
people hear about Sadhesati of Saturn, they get worried and fearful. During the Sadhesati of Saturn the
person may experience laziness, mental stress, disputes, problems due to ailments and enemies, losses
due to theft and fire and death of elders in the family might occur.

Classics describe the results of Sadhesati in the following words –
dY;k.ak [kyq ;PNfr jfolqrks jk'kkS prqFkZ"V esa O;kf/k cU/kqfojks/kns'kxeua Dys'kap fpUrkf/kde~ AA
jk'kkS }kn'k'kh"kZtUeân;s iknkS f}rh;s 'kfuukZukDys'kdjks·fi nqtZuHk;a iq=ku~ i'kwu~ ihMue~AA
gkfu%L;kUej.ka fons'kxeua lkS[;a p lk/kkj.ke~ jkekfj/;fouk'kua izdq#rs rq;kZ"Ves okFkok AA
In other words, when Saturn in transit is in the fourth or eighth house from the Moon sign, it is a

period for illness, quarrels with brothers, foreign stay, hardships and anxiety. During Sadhesati, Saturn
in the first or second house causes ailments related to the head, heart and legs, fear from the wicked
and hardships for sons and cattle.
In general experience it is not seen that the entire period of seven and half years is painful. In fact,

during Sadhesati, some auspicious events may still occur like, marriage, birth of children, promotion at
work, business, victory in election and foreign travel.

Results of Fir st Cycle of Sadhesati –
From (02-11-2014 to 17-01-2023)

The first cycle of Sadhesati of Saturn is extremely intense and during this period you may
experience physical pain. There would be obstacles and hardships of various kinds. During this
period of Sadhesati, there may also be some troubles to your parents.

Results of Second Cycle of Sadhesati –
From (11-12-2043 to 24-02-2052)

In the second cycle of Sadhesati, Saturn exerts mediocre influence compared to first cycle.
During this period you succeed through physical struggle and labour. Despite mental unrest, your
worldly progress continues. You may suffer separation or loss of parents or other elders in the
family.

Results of Third Cycle of Sadhesati –
From (05-02-2073 to 06-01-2082)

In the third cycle of Sadhesati, Saturn inflicts extremely harsh results. During this period you
may face tremendous physical hardships. There will be illness and even fear of death. During this
period only fortunate persons survive.
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Results of the Dhayya of Sadhesati
It has been generally seen that out of the three Dhayyas of Sadhesati, one gives

nauspicious results. This can be decided according to the number of auspicious lines found
in the Ashtaka and Sarvashtaka Varga of Saturn. Saturn gives mixed results when Saturn
has 4 points in the Ashtakavarga and 28 points in the Sarvashtaka Varga. If the points
exceed this number the results are auspicious and if they fall below this number they are
inauspicious. If in the birth horoscope, Saturn is strong(exalted or placed in own rashi) or
it is a Yogakaraka or it is the lord of the Rashi then the bad effects for the person are
comparatively lesser than for others.

Results dur ing First Dhayya of Sadhesati –
First Cycle from 02-11-2014 to 26-01-2017 and from 20-06-2017 to 26-10-2017
Second Cycle from 11-12-2043 to 23-06-2044 and from 30-08-2044 to 07-12-2046
Third Cycle from 05-02-2073 to 31-03-2073 and from 23-10-2073 to 16-01-2076

During this period Saturn transits in the twelfth house from Moon sign and has its full aspect on the
second, sixth and ninth house. During the first dhayya, Saturn resides on the head. There would be fall
in mental and physical happiness. There is a possibility of eye ailments or weakness of vision and use
of spectacles. There may be sudden financial losses. There may be unwanted & extra expenditure. You
may face financial problems. The expenditure will exceed the income. There may be a separation from
the family. Domestic unrest may prevail. Father may suffer ailments. The relations with father might
get tense and fortune might decline a little. Work may be delayed or problems may arise. Efforts do
not yield results. People are unhelpful and government officials may give trouble. Your interest in
spiritualism increases. There may be fear of an accident. You may wander uselessly. You may also
travel distant places which may cause hardships. This position of Saturn is eighth from the fifth house,
therefore is inauspicious for children.

Results dur ing Second Dhayya of Sadhesati –
First Cycle from 26-01-2017 to 20-06-2017 and from 26-10-2017 to 24-01-2020
Second Cycle from 07-12-2046 to 06-03-2049 and from 09-07-2049 to 04-12-2049
Third Cycle from 16-01-2076 to 10-07-2076 and from 11-10-2076 to 14-01-2079

During this period, Saturn travels in the Moon rashi and its full aspect falls on the third, seventh and
tenth bhavas. Saturn is placed in the abdominal area during this period. Therefore there is a possibility
of ailments in the entire middle part of the body. Physical energy is affected. The mind does not
function & wrong decisions are taken. There may be disputes with brothers and with partners in
business. One's spouse may suffer physical pain or there may be a quarrel with her. Financial problems
persist. At the mental level, there is a strong rebellion. Useless fears cause anxiety. No work is
according to one's desires and incomplete work makes one unhappy. Obstacles continue. Family and
business life is unstable and some relative may die. Travels to distant lands may be undertaken,
enemies may inflict harm and here may be separation from near ones. Diseases, loss of wealth,
decline in social standing, shortage of friends and hurdles in work are the highlights of this period.

Results dur ing Third Dhayya of Sadhesati –
First Cycle from 24-01-2020 to 24-01-2020 and from 12-07-2022 to 17-01-2023
Second Cycle from 06-03-2049 to 09-07-2049 and from 04-12-2049 to 24-02-2052
Third Cycle from 14-01-2079 to 11-04-2081 and from 03-08-2081 to 06-01-2082

During this period, Saturn travels in the second house from rashi and has its full sight upon fourth,
eighth and eleventh bhava. In the receding Sadhesati,

. From the physical point of view, there may be weakness. One
may feel inactive and physically lazy. Happiness faces hurdles, useless disputes occur,unnecessary
conflicts with relative arise and they may suffer either from a serious ailment or pain equivalent to
death. Happiness is destroyed and position suffers. Expenses increase. Money comes but it is spent as
soon as it comes. Lowly people give troubles. Due to its aspect on the eighth house, one's life span is
influenced. Due to its sight upon the fourth house, domestic happiness, happiness of mother, vehicles
and other physical comforts face obstacles.
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Results of Laghu Kalyani Dhayya and Kantaka Saturn

Results of Saturn's Dhayya of four th House (Kantaka Saturn)
First Cycle from 29-03-2025 to 02-06-2027 and 20-10-2027 to 23-02-2028
Second Cycle from 14-05-2054 to 01-09-2054 and 05-02-2055 to 07-04-2057
Third Cycle from 19-03-2084 to 21-05-2086 and 09-11-2086 to 08-02-2087

When Saturn transits in the fourth house from Moon sign, its full aspect is on the Moon lagna, the sixth
and tenth house from the Moon lagna. There may be a change of place or transfer. Housing may become a
problem. Heart problems may occur. Blood pressure may not be stable. There may be separation from
relatives. Family happiness suffers. There may be opposition both from the public and government.
Saturn's full aspect is on the tenth house, therefore there are obstacles in the work sphere. Saturn's
aspect on the Moon lagna causes mental fear.

Results of Saturn's Dhayya of seventh house (Kantaka Saturn)
First Cycle from 30-05-2032 to 12-07-2034 and to
Second Cycle from 10-07-2061 to 13-02-2062 and 06-03-2062 to 24-08-2063
Third Cycle from 18-09-2090 to 25-10-2090 and 20-05-2091 to 02-07-2093

When Saturn transits in the seventh house from the birth rashi its full aspect is on the Moon lagna &
the fourth and ninth house from the Moon lagna. One's wife may suffer from ailments of the urinary organs.
Mental anxiety increases. Due to its aspect on the ninth house, there are obstacles in favorable fortune,
father may suffer, name and honor suffer and there are upheavals in the work-sphere. Due to its vision on
the fourth house, mother's health may suffer. Vehicle related problems occur. One may have to leave home,
stay away for long periods and travel a lot. There may be hardships in travelling.

Results of Saturn's Dhayya of eighth House
First Cycle from 12-07-2034 to 27-08-2036 and to
Second Cycle from 24-08-2063 to 05-02-2064 and 09-05-2064 to 12-10-2065
Third Cycle from 02-07-2093 to 18-08-2095 and 02-07-2093 to 18-08-2095

When Saturn transits the eighth house from the Moon, its full aspect is on the second, fifth and tenth
house from the Moon sign. Therefore, age suffers. There is a possibility of long term ailments and
accidents. There is a fear of being insulted. There may be fear of pain from government servants. There is a
chance of change in work-sphere. Work/business may suffer. Wealth may be deminish. Children may suffer
pain and there are possibilities of separation from child.

Results of Saturn's Dhayya of tenth house (Kantaka Saturn)
First Cycle from 22-10-2038 to 05-04-2039 and 12-07-2039 to 27-01-2041
Second Cycle from 30-08-2068 to 04-11-2070 and to
Third Cycle from 11-10-2097 to 02-05-2098 and 19-06-2098 to 25-12-2099

When Saturn transits the tenth house from the Moon sign, its full aspect is on fourth, seventh and
twelfth houses from Moon. There may be hurdles in business. Your source of income may be upset. You
may face failure in business or defame due to ill deeds. Unnecessary expenditure may be undertaken.There
may be disputes or separation from your spouse. There may be worries regarding home and wealth.
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Laghu Kalyani Dhayya and Kantaka Saturn

Transit of Saturn in fourth and eighth house from the Moon sign is called Laghu Kalyani Dhayya.
dY;k.kha iznnkfr oS jfolqrks jk'ks'prqFkkZ"Ves A

Your birth rashi is Sagitarius. Therefore, in transit when Saturn is in Pisces – the fourth house,
and in Cancer – the eighth house from the Moon, this period is called the Laghu Kalyani Dhayya.

Transit of Saturn in the fourth, seventh and tenth house from the Moon is called Kantaka Saturn.
Your Moon sign is Saggitarius. Therefore, the period during which Saturn transits in Pisces, Gemini
and Virgo is the period of Kantaka Saturn.

The period of Laghu Kalyani Dhayya and Kantaka Saturn are as follows –

Transit
of Saturn

Begining
date

Ending
Date

Interval Ashtakvarga
Yr-Mn-Dy Saturn Sarva.

First cycle of Dhayya
Kantaka Saturn in fourth house Pisces 29-03-2025 02-06-2027 2-2-3 3 21
and Laghu Kalyani Dhayya Pisces 20-10-2027 23-02-2028 0-4-3

Kantaka Saturn in
seventh house

Gemini
Gemini

30-05-2032 12-07-2034 2-1-12
--

1 26

Laghu Kalyani Dhayya in
eighth house

Cancer
Cancer

12-07-2034 27-08-2036 2-1-15
--

3 28

Kantaka Saturn in
tenth house

Virgo
Virgo

22-10-2038 05-04-2039
12-07-2039 27-01-2041

0-5-13
1-6-15

4 27

Second cycle of Dhayya
Kantaka Saturn in fourth house Pisces 14-05-2054 01-09-2054 0-3-17 3 21
and Laghu Kalyani Dhayya Pisces 05-02-2055 07-04-2057 2-2-2

Kantaka Saturn in
seventh house

Gemini
Gemini

10-07-2061 13-02-2062
06-03-2062 24-08-2063

0-7-3
1-5-18

1 26

Laghu Kalyani Dhayya in
eighth house

Cancer
Cancer

24-08-2063 05-02-2064
09-05-2064 12-10-2065

0-5-11
1-5-3

3 28

Kantaka Saturn in
tenth house

Virgo
Virgo

30-08-2068 04-11-2070 2-2-4
--

4 27

Third cycle of Dhayya
Kantaka Saturn in fourth house Pisces 19-03-2084 21-05-2086 2-2-2 3 21
Laghu Kalyani Dhayya Pisces 09-11-2086 08-02-2087 0-2-29

Kantaka Saturn in
seventh house

Gemini
Gemini

18-09-2090 25-10-2090
20-05-2091 02-07-2093

0-1-7
2-1-12

1 26

Laghu Kalyani Dhayya in
eighth house

Cancer
Cancer

02-07-2093 18-08-2095
02-07-2093 18-08-2095

2-1-16
2-1-16

3 28

Kantaka Saturn in
tenth house

Virgo
Virgo

11-10-2097 02-05-2098
19-06-2098 25-12-2099

0-6-21
1-6-6

4 27
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